p(r) being the number of electrons per unit volume and E(r) the total electric field at r. The term Uz is the first gradient correction to the kinetic energy, which, as calculated by Kirzhnits, ' is
The last term of (3) gives no contribution for atoms, molecules, and solids with pointlike nuclei, so that it is possible to use, instead of (3),
which is the form taken by DiVincenzo et al. ' It is to be expected that the electron density changes quickly in the neighborhood of nuclei, but more slowly far from them. Also, we may assume that the density in the third zone considered above will change mainly in the direction normal to the layers, but it will scarcely change in the directions parallel to the layers. This is due to the fact that the distance between layers (3.5 A) is much larger than the distance between nearby nuclei in a layer (1.4 A). Rf2 dp dp interlayer distance dp, force constant k =(d U/dR ), and exfoliation energy per atom are calculated from that function. A11 quantities are given in hartree units (A=e =m =1). UTFD is the energy calculated from Thomas-Fermi-Dirac theory, U& ( UJc ) is the cornplete (incomplete) inhomogeneity correction to the kinetic energy in the form of Kirzhnits, and 
